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BARRY PETER PRUDOM PASSED INTO HISTORY AS THE PHANTOM IN
THE FOREST, BECOMING THE PROTAGONIST OF "THE LARGEST ARMED
POLICE OPERATIONS GREAT BRITAIN HAD NEVER SEEN, INVOLVING 12
POLICE FORCES"
("A HISTORY OF NORTH YORKSHIRE POLICE". NORTH YORKSHIRE
POLICE. ARCHIVED FROM THE ORIGINAL ON 12 OCTOBER 2013).
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1. "THE PHANTOM IN THE FOREST"
CASE STUDY ON BARRY PRUDOM
CHRONICLE
Barry Peter Prudom, born on October 18th, 1944, was the illegitimate
son of dressmaker from Leeds and Peter Kurylo, a soldier serving with
the British Army.
He turned his original surname, Edwards, when his mother married
Alex Prudom in 1949.
He took Gillian Wilson as wife in 1965 and the couple had two sons,
born in 1966 and 1970. After attending an apprenticeship, Prudom
trained as electrician.
1969
He decided to enlist with B Squadron, 23 Special Air Service based in
Leeds.
The quadron was Army's part-time volunteer Territorial force and it
was specialized in stay-behind operations, surveillance, reconnaisance
and small scale operations.
It is sure he did take part to training manoeuvres related to the Unit
but he failed the final initiative test. Nonetheless it was clear that he
was rejected from the unit as "[...] he was considered temperamentally
unsuitable and disliked discipline[...]" (quoted by Foster, Mark in "On the
run". Northern Echo. Retrieved 15 July 2010).
Later on he worked in a grocery store in Leeds as well as in Saudi
Arabia for a petroleum Company. In that specific period his wife left
him, triggering in Prudom the necessity to start a new on-the-move
life. The separation from his wife was indeed traumatic.
This brought him in U.S. and Canada, working on oil rigs, followed
by his new fiancee.
January, 1982
While in Wakefield, West Yorkshire, he was arrested for an assault to
a biker using an iron bar. After the fact, his fiancee left him and move
out from the house they lived in.
It was proven that Prudom had illegal possession of firearms,
specifically "carried a .22 LR calibre Beretta Model 71 - Jaguar - pistol,
which he had purchased in the US and smuggled back into Britain" (Williams,
Paul; Smythe, Frank (1994). Barry Prudom: Manhunt On The Moors)

June, 17th, 1982
Leeds.
The body of Police Constable David Haigh was discovered
colleagues inside his car, shot by a single bullet to the head.

by

his

Investigating officers examining the scene found some notes next to
Haigh’s body: a car’s registration details and a name. Later on the car
was located burned out in field; it was reportedly bought in London a
few months earlier. Clive Jones, the name associated to the alleged
owner of the vehicle, was a pseudonym.
The bloodline was started.
June, 20th, 1982
Lincolnshire.
Prudom broke into an elderly woman's home, but he found only £4.50.
The woman survived with no fatal injuries.
June, 23rd, 1982
Prudom robbed a couple, and then he shot both of them in the head;
the man died instantly while his wife survived but she was unable to
provide any aid to investigating officers.
In the next days Prudom injured Ken Oliver, a police dog handler, and
his canine, and killed another officer, David Winter.
After committing these crimes, Prudom was able to escape into the
woods, leaving behind over a thousand police officers.

POLICE MANHUNT
FOR BARRY PRUDOM,
MALTON, NORTH YORKSHIRE,
BRITAIN - 1982

2. THE IDENTIFICATION OF
BARRY PRUDOM
The local population was terrified: people
stayed locked up in their homes for days.
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surrounding

area

Some inhabitants even left their keys inside their cars so that Prudom
could take advantage of vehicles without provoking fatal injuries or
causing additional deaths.
It is reported that between PC Oliver's attempted murder and the
killing of PC Winters, Barry Peter Prudom had been eventually
identified as the murderer. Infact, while he gave PC Haigh a false
name, he provided his real date of birth. A crucial breakthrough.
In few days, Barry Prudom became the subject of the largest manhunt
in the history of Great Britain at that time.
"[...] Hundreds more police, many armed, poured into the area. At the
manhunt’s height, ten forces were involved and it became the biggest armed
police operation the country had ever seen, with about 1,000 officers on the
ground.
But Prudom again disappeared. Various sightings were reported in the area and
each was carefully checked by officers with their guns at the ready.
For the next few days, a tangible atmosphere of fear gripped the area. Malton
was virtually sealed off and not a door was left unlocked [...]" ("On the
run", The Northern Echo, 2010)
June, 30th, 1982
After knowing Prudom's true identity the police started to dig out for
any detail in the fugitive's past to pursue him.
As his military training and his obsession with survival tactics, the
police realized they had to fight the so defined "Public Enemy N.1" with
his own weapons.
For this reason they called Eddie McGee to join them.

The Manhunt Beginning,
1982.

3. EDDIE MCGEE, "Jungle Eddie"
Born in Leeds in 1938, McGee was the former army sergeant major and
PT instructor. For several years he ran the National School of Survival
centre.
McGee gained and mastered his tracking and self-defence techniques
as well as the art of survival while he was serving as an
armyparatrooper with the British Special Forces.
He happened to be also expert in karate, ju-jitsu and aikido.
He lived a life of adventures and endevours, including the Zaire River
Expedition.
His expertise in tracking was so renowed that he had been often called
in by police in order to follow suspects and fugitives.
He trained officers in the Tracking and deception techniques, running
local courses for various forces including North Yorkshire Police and
the Greater Manchester Police.
His book"No Need to Die", became a solid Survival manual.
In recent years he provided remarkable help with the detection of
several murders occurred in the Manchester area. He acted a consultant
for security companies, police, business groups and he also worked as a
bodyguard.
He died at the age of 64.

4. THE POLICE MANHUNT
"Now we have somebody looking for him with even more skill in the
art of evasion and survival than Barry Edwards has. I am confident
we are going to find him" Chief Constable Henshaw
(Osman, Arthur; Kershaw, Ronald. 2 July 1982. "Tracker joins Yorkshire hunt:
Expert on the trail of a gunman")
Eddie McGee, along with a colleague, Eric Longden, joined the manhunt
at Dalby Forest. Later they move on to Malton.
They successfully followed Prudom's tracks from Winter's body all the
way through the town's Old Manor Moor, Huttons Ambo and Low
Hutton areas.
McGee and Longden were escorted by an armed police bodyguard from
the Central Firearms Unit.
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After several hours, the follow up came back to Dalby Forest.
The rest of the team, in fact, discovered a camouflaged bivouac shelter
inside a Forestry Commission plantation.

At this point, Chief Constable Kenneth Henshaw immediately ordered
"the largest arsenal of weapons ever issued to a British police force".
A cordon was placed around Malton.
CP Henshaw was confident that Prudom was still hiding himself in the
town. Although, regular briefings were given to the media reporting
that they were searching for the murder inside the Dalby Forest.
July, 1st, 1982
"We wanted him to believe we were seeking him elsewhere. The safety of the
public was uppermost in our minds. The media reports were invaluable because
they led Prudom to believe that the hunt was concentrated outside the town in
Dalby Forest". Later on, Inspector Peter Walker explained the strategy
conducted by the British Police Force.
Prudom remained hidden in the countryside of Malton for several days.
July 3rd, 1982
The fugitive broke inside the house of Maurice Johnson, a pensioner,
based in East Mount, Malton, taking him, his wife and their son as
hostages.
For eleven hours he remained secluded in the house, having a meal
which he described as the "last supper". He probably knew it wouldn't
take too long before the Police forces caught him.
According to alleged depositions by Johnson's family, Prudom seemed to
feel empathy. He even donated to the son of Maurice Johnson a gift of a
US paratrooper's ring before leaving the house, being confident that the
the area could now be relatively safe.
In fact, by watching the latest news on Television, Prudom apprehended
that McGee was on his tracks and that the police forces focused the
search in a local wood.
July, 4th, 1982
He left the house after tying up the entire family at 03:15 a.m. On
purpose he left a false trail, and he eventually recovered himself under a
plastic sheetings in order to leave minimum details of his tracks.
When Johnson was able to free himself, he immediately got in contact
with the police. McGee noticed the false trail and interpreted it
correctly.
That made it possible to him to track Prudom right to his lair.

McGee approached him from behind and stealthily putting a hand on
Prudom's leg.
In a matter of few seconds, the Tracker informed the rest of the officers
that he found the fugitive.
But a sudden sound of a gunshot broke inthe air.
Coroner Michael Oakley preside on Prudom's death. Siva Sivas, a
lecturer in forensic pathology at Leeds University, reported that there
were 21 penetrating shotgun wounds inside Prudom's body which had
"insufficient velocity to enter the body cavity".
Oakley repprted that: "I would submit to you that there is an abundance of
evidence to suggest that he fired the shot that killed himself" Williams, Paul;
Smythe, Frank (1994). Barry Prudom: Manhunt On The Moors.
The Phantom of the Forest spread fear and terror for seventeen days.

Moments of Barry Prudom Manhunt, Juy 1982.
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5. HOW PRUDOM LEFT NO TRACES
AND HOW MCGEE TRACKED HIM
DOWN
Prudom vanished in the countryside of Malton with no apparent, initial
issues.
He surely took advantage of his knowledge in Survival, Tracking and
Escape and evasion techniques gained during his years with the B
Squadron.
Beside this, he found in the woodland areas belonging to the Dalby
Forest the ideal place where to take refuge by remaining undetected. He
was probably familiar with the area and he took out benefits from the
proximity with small villages like Huttons Ambo.
It is consistent with his figure that he took care of leave mimum sign of
his passage, using existing trails just when he was pretty sure to not be
seen, overimposing his trail to the existent ones.
Once in the middle of the forest, he passed very smoothly among
beeches, oaks, scots pine, paying attention to not break any branch, to
bend any thin twig or even to get trapped by the thick vegetation.
In fact, any fiber of his clothes could be easily detected by an expert
eye.
His ability to move like a ghost was transferred to suburban and urban
areas when he felt the necessity to break inside a house, probably to
feed himself. His targets were harmless people.
In fact, hunting in the Dalby Forest was certainly an option he
considered, but it is more likely that he just fed himself with berries,
avoiding to leave any game's bloodline.
Plus, entering in a house gave him the opportunity to be updated on
Police Forces efforts.
By that, in fact, he learned on McGee and he consequentially decided to
leave a false trail as and ultimate and desperate attempt to deceive the
Tracker.
Needlessly to say that the experience and the skills of McGee led him
not only on the correct trackline, but also to identify the Antitracking
tactics put into action by Prudom.

A real showdown of expertise which involved different scenarios
(offgrid, suburban, urban) and, intrinsecally connected to these, various
layers.
On his side, Prudom proved that a man, by himself, was able to vanish
relying only on his knowledge and craftiness.
On the other, McGee resorted to his Tracking and Deductive skills to track
him down.
"There's no There is no hunting like the hunting of man, and those who have
hunted armed men long enough and liked it, never care for anything else
thereafter". Ernest Hemingway

